Cass Timberlane

This novel was written late in the career of
Sinclair Lewis, it explores themes of love,
marriage, heartache, trust and redemption
in a small Minnesota town. Many of the
earliest books, particularly those dating
back to the 1900s and before, are now
extremely
scarce
and
increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these
classic works in affordable, high quality,
modern editions, using the original text and
artwork.

Cass Timberlane [Sinclair Lewis] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. - 3 min - Uploaded by Victor CreedCass
Timberlane Original Trailer. Victor Creed. Loading Unsubscribe from Victor Creed Films in BOLD will Air on TCM
* VIEW TCMDb ENTRY. The ads heralded Cass Timberlane (1947) as TNT, Tracy n Turner. It wasnt their - 2 min Uploaded by MovieTitleshttp:///screenshots/updates/cass-timberlane-1947-title-sequence/ Title sequence Cass
Timberlane is a film about unexpected love and the choices you have to make when youre in love. Directed by George
Sidney and starring SpencerCass Timberlane is a romantic drama film starring Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner and Zachary
Scott, directed by George Sidney, and released in 1948. MGMs Cass Timberlane (1947) stars Spencer Tracy in the title
role, features an excellent performance by Lana Turner. After a promising firstMiddle-aged judge Cass Timberlane is a
dutiful, dependable pillar of society. Platinum-haired Jinny Marshland is a tomboy from the other side of the
tracks.Opening scenes, Spencer Tracy as the title character indulging what must have been the whim This perfunctory
adaptation of Sinclair Lewis novel stars Spencer Tracy as Cass Timberlane, an aging Minnesota judge. When the
beautifulSpencer Tracy, the title character and a Minnesota judge, following an opening court session Cass Timberlane
(1947) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more.Cass Timberlane A Novel of
Husbands and Wives. Sinclair Lewis. This web edition published by eBooks@Adelaide. Last updated Wednesday,
December 17,Cass Timberlane (1947) Quotes on IMDb: Memorable quotes and exchanges from movies, TV series and
moreCass Timberlane has 253 ratings and 23 reviews. Duane said: This is one of Sinclair Lewiss lesser known works.
Published in 1945, it was made into a movOne point that need not be labored is where in Cass Timberlane, which came
yesterday to the Music Hall, Sinclair Lewis is left off and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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